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Abstract Ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene

(UHMWPE) fibers such as Dyneema and Spectra are see-

ing more use in lightweight armor applications due to

higher tensile strength and lower density compared to

aramid fibers such as Kevlar and Twaron. Numerical

modeling is used to improve the design of fiber-based

composite protective systems. Material response such as

tensile stress–strain of different constituents of composites

must be studied under experimental conditions similar to

strain rates experienced during ballistic events. UHMWPE

fibers are difficult to grip by adhesive methods typically

used for other fibers due to low surface energy. Based on

previous studies, the ability to grip UHMWPE fibers using

traditional adhesive methods is dependent on fiber diameter

and is limited to smaller diameter fibers which could affect

reported stress values. To avoid diameter restrictions and

surface energy problems, a direct gripping method has been

used to characterize Dyneema SK76 single fibers at quasi-

static, intermediate, and high strain rates of 0.001, 1, and

1,000 s-1, respectively. In an effort to understand the effect

of defect distribution along a fiber on its tensile response,

multiple gage length samples were studied at the different

strain rates. In this paper, the dependence of fiber diameter

and gage-length on failure strength is discussed as well as

success rate of failures in the gage section with this grip-

ping technique. A comparison of the tensile properties to

previous studies is also explored in this study.
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Introduction

Aramid fibers such asKevlar andTwaron are frequently used

in protective armor, though ultrahigh molecular weight

polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibers such as Dyneema and

Spectra aremore desirable due to lower density (0.97 g/cm3)

compared to aramids (1.44 g/cm3). UHMWPE fibers also

exhibit higher tensile modulus and good resistance to

chemical and physical degradation. Due to an increasing

need for numerical modeling capability of different soft

armor systems, constituent level material properties are

required. Furthermore, accurate simulation of impact events

requires that material properties be collected under similar

loading rate regimes and under valid experimental condi-

tions. The primary loading mode on fibers used in protective

equipment is axial tension; therefore, tensile experiments

must be conducted at high strain rates that mimic loading

rates that are seen in an impact event. UHMWPE fibers such

as Dyneema and Spectra are notoriously difficult to grip for

these tensile tests due to low surface energy [1], which has

been reported by several authors [2, 3].

The ability to grip Dyneema and other UHMWPE fibers

using the standard gripping method for fibers which uses an

adhesive to attach the fibers to a cardboard substrate is

dependent on fiber diameter. Cochron et al. [4] studied

Dyneema SK75 single fibers as part of a larger study on a

non-woven felt known as Dyneema Fraglight. After

imaging fibers in an SEM and finding an average diameter

of approximately 8 lm, the fibers were attached to card-

board substrates via glue and were pulled in tension until

failure in an Instron machine. Cochron et al. only com-

pleted four experiments, three of which were successful

where the fiber was extended until failure in the gage area

and did not slip from the glue bond. Hudspeth et al. [5] also

reinforces the diameter dependence on adhesive gripping
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Dyneema fibers using adhesives. In their study on the

tensile properties of Dyneema SK76 single fiber with pre-

applied shear strain, Hudspeth et al. successfully used an

adhesive method to pull 16 lm diameter Dyneema fibers in

tension.

Hybrid methods that include adhesives and mechanical

gripping have been used by a few authors. Umberger [2]

had gripping problems in his study on Spectra fibers that

had an average diameter of 27.5 lm. Umberger settled on

an adhesive method that also utilized cardboard mandrels

by wrapping approximately 120 mm of fiber around each

mandrel to obtain a 10 mm sample for tensile testing.

Umberger acknowledged that this method was not ideal as

there was still slight slippage of the fiber as the fiber

tightened around the mandrel as loading commenced.

Russell et al. [3] had success performing quasi-static tensile

tests on Dyneema SK76 single fibers that were glued to

rubber end tabs using cyanoacrylate glue followed by

clamping in the serrated jaws of a screw-driven test

machine. The authors of that study implied a low success

rate using this gripping method and showed a limited

number of results.

Gripping methods that do not use adhesives have been

used by others. Cansfield et al. [6] studied self-spun

UHMWPE fiber at low strain rates using steel clamps and

thin sheets of isotropic polyethylene to eliminate damage

caused by the clamps. These self-spun UHMWPE fibers

had strengths on the order of 0.4–1.2 GPa, which are

considerably weaker than Dyneema and Spectra fibers that

fail at stresses of 2.9–4 GPa depending on the fiber type [7,

8]. Capstan-style grips that are typically utilized in yarn

testing have also been used for UHMWPE single fibers [9].

However, the exact gage length of specimens in capstan

experiments is difficult to determine which affects ultimate

strain and measured modulus values.

Although adhesive-based methods have been shown to

be effective for poly (p-phenylene terephthalamide) fibers

(PPTA) [10–13], Kim et al. [14–16] have been developing

a method of direct gripping on PPTA. This method

includes directly clamping the fibers using poly methyl

methacrylate (PMMA) blocks. The efficacy of this method

to grip Kevlar fibers has been rigorously studied using a

variety of statistical methods at different strain rates,

including high strain rates which pose additional problems

such as minimizing the overall grip size to fit on the Kolsky

bar apparatus.

To overcome the difficulties associated with adhesive

bonding, hybrid adhesive and mechanical methods, and

mechanical methods alone that might not provide accurate

strain measurements, a gripping method similar to that used

by Kim et al. [14–16] has been used in this study with

modifications being made to the grip surface material. With

this novel gripping method we were able to collect accurate

strain histories of single fiber samples and to load speci-

mens to failure without apparent fiber slippage from the

gripping system. Furthermore, this technique is applicable

to UHMWPE fibers over a large diameter range and can be

utilized at high strain rates. In addition to investigating the

loading rate effects on SK76 fibers, a wide range of gage

lengths was used to study the effect of defect distribution in

the fiber.

Materials

Single fibers extracted from 1760 dtex Dyneema SK76

yarns were used to study the uniaxial tensile behavior of

Dyneema. Several samples were made from single fibers of

about 300 mm in length that were glued to cardboard

frames. Due to a high amount of variability in the diameter

of Dyneema fiber, individual samples were imaged using

an optical microscope with calibrated measuring software

to record accurate diameter measurements. For each sam-

ple, about 10–20 diameter measurements were taken at

different locations along the fiber and were averaged and

used as fiber diameter in subsequent stress calculations.

While some studies have suggested that UHMWPE fiber

lacks roundness and that vibrometry methods are desirable

to obtain cross-sectional area measurements [9], Russell

et al. [3] showed that Dyneema SK76 single fibers were

fairly circular in cross-section. Additionally, vibrometry

techniques are limited to samples longer than about

50 mm, which becomes problematic when trying to study

the gage length dependence on tensile strength and the

high-rate properties of fibers which require much shorter

gage length samples [5, 9–13].

In this study, the diameters of 73 single fibers, 300 mm

in length were measured and used to make individual

samples. Approximately 40–60 measurements were taken

per fiber along the length. Some fibers showed a small

variation of 0.296 lm (±1 standard of deviation) along a

300 mm length while other fibers had standard of devia-

tions as large as 1.67 lm along the length. The median

diameter of 300 mm long fibers used in this study was

18.12 ± 0.76 lm.

Since the diameter of the 300 mm long fibers varied over

the length, 10–20 diameter measurements were taken for

each individual sample ranging from 5–50 mm in length for

a total of 276 individual fiber samples. These 10–20 mea-

surements were averaged and the average diameter was

used in failure stress calculations. The average diameter of

all 276 samples was 18.22 ± 1.15 lm while the median

diameter was 18.22 ± 0.46 lm. The largest diameter

sample measured was 22.33 ± 1.14 lm while the smallest

diameter fiber sample was 14.53 ± 0.33 lm. The median

standard deviation in diameter over the collection of fiber
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samples was 0.46 lm and the overall average standard

deviation was 0.53 lm.

In an effort to study defect distribution, fibers of mul-

tiple gage lengths were studied. Quasi-static and interme-

diate rate experiments were conducted on specimens with

gage lengths of 5, 10, and 50 mm. At high strain rates,

specimens with gage lengths of 5, 7, and 10 mm were

studied. Ten experiments were conducted at each gage

length and strain rate for a total of 90 experiments.

Experimental Method

A direct gripping technique for UHMWPE fibers was used

in this study as a result of problems associated with directly

gluing fiber to cardboard substrates for experimentation. A

tensile experiment using a glued fiber is rendered invalid if

the fiber slips from the glue bond at any point during

extension. A successful adhesive method applied to

Dyneema SK76 is dependent upon the diameter of the fiber

as noted by Hudspeth et al. who successfully gripped

Dyneema fibers of 16 lm diameter [5]. Prior to using the

direct gripping method described in this study, we hand-

selected fibers under an optical microscope that had a

diameter in the range of 14.5–16.9 lm and used adhesive-

based gripping methods to conduct 36 tensile experiments.

None of the fibers from the 36 experiments were extended

until failure. Each sample slipped from the glue bond

rendering the experiment invalid. Searching through a yarn

to identify a fiber that is small enough in diameter for

tensile experiments is time consuming especially where the

average fiber diameter is on the order of 18.5 lm. Selecting

fibers at random, we measured 276 fiber samples in this

study and found that only three had a diameter less than

16 lm. Based on the results of Hudspeth et al. [5], the

upper limit of fiber diameter that may be gripped using

adhesive methods alone is 16 lm, though our results using

adhesives suggests that this upper limit rests below a

diameter of 14.5 lm. Based on this, adhesive methods do

not work and a direct gripping method is needed to char-

acterize the tensile response of Dyneema SK76.

Using the direct gripping method, single fibers over a

wide diameter range are clamped in a fixture that does not

allow slipping. Fibers ranging in diameter from

14.5–22.3 lm were successfully gripped using this tech-

nique. One particularly large fiber sample with diameter of

35.9 ± 0.52 lm was successfully pulled to failure using

the direct grip, but was not included in the analysis due to

its uncharacteristically large diameter. The specialized

clamps used in this study were designed to fit in both a

quasi-static/intermediate rate experimental setup and a

high-rate fiber-Split Hopkinson Tension Bar (fiber-SHTB)

setup. In the grip assembly, a single fiber mounted with

cyanoacrylate glue on a cardboard specimen holder is

inserted in the grip. The covers of the grip are tightened

until the fiber is squeezed with enough force by the poly-

carbonate clamping blocks such that the fiber will not slip

out during the experiment. Repeatability of the applied

clamping force was achieved by using a torque setting

screwdriver. The cardboard supporting frame is then clip-

ped away and removed by slipping the fiber out of the

cyanoacrylate glue joint on the frame. This pulling away of

the leftover cardboard frame does not affect the gage area

of the fiber that will be pulled in tension once the experi-

ment begins. After removing the cardboard frame, the gage

length of the fiber is carefully measured. A simple USB

computer-connected Dino-Lite digital camera with 910

magnification is mounted on stage that translates along the

length of the fiber is used to make the gage length mea-

surement. A calibrated dial indicator with a spring-loaded

plunger and a 100 mm measuring range is bolted to the

table with the plunger pushing against the stage on which

the digital camera is mounted, so that changes in the stage

position can measured using the indicator at a resolution of

25 lm. Crosshairs on the digital camera software are

positioned at the interface between the grip and fiber at one

end of the fiber specimen and the dial indicator position is

set to zero. The camera stage is then repositioned at the

opposite end of the fiber specimen with crosshairs posi-

tioned at the fiber-grip interface. The length measurement

read from the dial indicator is taken to be the fiber gage

length.

A side view of the clamped grip and fiber is shown in

Fig. 1a. In Fig. 1b, both grips are shown with a fiber

spanning between them. The mechanical grips squeeze and

deform the fiber to allow gripping to occur. An SEM image

of the gripped area of a typical fiber sample is shown in

Fig. 2 where the fiber was clamped in the grip and removed

for imaging, and was not subjected to mechanical loading.

From the images in Fig. 2, the sectional width of the fiber

that has been deformed by the grip is noticeably larger than

the overall diameter of the non-deformed fiber. The origi-

nal diameter of this fiber was 18.65 ± 0.4 lm, and after

gripping, the ends of the fiber that have been squeezed by

the grips are deformed to a width of approximately 54 lm.

Using a constant volume assumption to estimate the

resulting thickness of the deformed area, the gripped area

of the fiber was deformed to a thickness of approximately

5–6 lm. If elastic compressibility was accounted for, the

gripped thickness could be less than the estimated 5–6 lm.

Post failure, the fiber ends tended to recoil and amass at

the grips, as shown in Fig. 3. The white arrows in Fig. 3

point to the recoiled fiber ends. Figure 4 shows the same

fiber after the failed ends were pulled away from the grip

which shows that the fiber failed in the gage area. This

failure location was typical of fibers that failed in the gage
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area, which was a necessary condition to record an

experiment as a data point for strength and strain rate

behavior analysis. All fibers did not fail in the gage area

however, some fibers failed at the grip–fiber interface. The

success rate of the gripping method will be discussed in

later sections.

Quasi-Static and Intermediate Rate Experiments

At quasi-static and intermediate rates of to 0.001 and 1 s-1,

a Bose ElectroForce TestBench was used to measure the

strength. The ElectroForce TestBench is an electromag-

netic linear actuator with a maximum force capacity of

200 N. The primary benefits of the ElectroForce are the

low noise and vibration levels as compared to a hydraulic

load frame. Because the fibers fail at forces on the order of

0.5–1.0 N, sensitive load cells must be used that may be

affected by excess vibrations associated with larger

hydraulic load frames. The strain (e) and strain rate ( _e) are

calculated based on the gage length (ls) of the sample:

e ¼ �
d

ls
; ð1Þ

_e ¼ �
v

ls
; ð2Þ

Fig. 1 a Left side of the gripping system. b Gripping system with

fiber clamped between the two grips

Fig. 2 SEM images of the opposite ends of a fiber sample that has

been clamped in the grips and removed for imaging

Fig. 3 Fiber ends amassed at the grips following completion of the

experiment
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where d is the displacement of the actuator and v is the

velocity of the experiment. The specimen stress is calcu-

lated using

r ¼
P

A0

; ð3Þ

where Ao is the initial cross-sectional area based upon the

diameter measurement obtained using optical microscopy

for each sample as discussed in Sect. 2. Finally, P is the

force measured by the load cell.

High-Rate Experiments

The high-rate behavior of the fiber was studied using a

fiber-SHTB. A schematic of the fiber-SHTB is shown in

Fig. 5. The fiber-SHTB used is similar to the bar used by

other authors studying fibers. The fiber-SHTB is similar to

traditional SHTBs with the exception that the transmission

bar has been replaced by a fast response load cell (Kistler

9712B5) with a high natural frequency (70 kHz) and

charge amplifier (5010B) in accordance with past high rate

fiber studies [5, 10–13, 17]. The optical strain measurement

system used in this study is attributed to Lim et al. [11].

Raw results from a typical high-rate experiment are shown

in Fig. 6. A pulse shaper made from copper was used to

smooth out initial oscillations in the incident pulse and to

vary the rise time. A typical pulse shaper for a 5 mm gage

length fiber experiment was made from 0.1 mm thick

copper tape and 0.18 mm thick masking tape consisting of

nine layers of copper tape and three layers of masking tape.

Equations 1, 2, and 3 are used to obtain strain, strain

rate, and stress in the high-rate experiment. The laser-based

displacement measurement on the fiber-SHTB is obtained

from measuring the end displacement of the incident bar.

The linear laser line is created by using a 5 mW, 635 nm

wavelength laser passed through a Powell lens. The output

voltage is measured using an analogue photo detector

(Thorlabs PDA55) located on the opposite side of the

incident bar. Prior to the experiment, a relation between

displacement and voltage is obtained by uncovering the

laser detector in set increments of 50 lm and recording the

rise in output voltage from the photo detector. It should be

noted that the 5 mW laser used in these experiments (class

3A) provided enough light to the photo detector to measure

bar end displacements. The 100 mW laser used by Lim

et al. [11] (class 3B) is unnecessarily powerful and should

be avoided to reduce laser safety requirements in the

laboratory.

The strain and stress histories from a high rate fiber

experiment are shown in Fig. 7. From the curves in Fig. 7

it is evident that there is no slipping of the fiber from the

grips during the experiment, which would be characterized

by drops in the load as the fiber is extended as discussed in

Sect. 4.1. In this experiment, the fiber failed at a time of

approximately 100 ls. The strain rate history is also

obtained by differentiating the laser signal with respect to

time, which is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8 shows that in this

experiment, after a ramp time of approximately 60 ls the

fiber deformed at a constant strain rate of 800 s-1 until

fracture occurred at approximately 100 ls.

Fig. 4 Failure of a single fiber in the gage area

Fig. 5 Schematic of fiber-SHTB

Fig. 6 Raw results from the high strain rate experiment
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Results and Discussion

Effectiveness of the Direct Gripping Technique

Overall, the direct gripping technique was successful at

multiple gage lengths and strain rates. Representative

stress–strain curves from a series of 5 mm gage length

fibers tested at quasi-static strain rate are shown in Fig. 9.

The stress–strain behavior in Fig. 9 shows similar behavior

to what Russell et al. [3] measured for single fibers though

a limited number of results were shown in that study.

The behavior in Fig. 9 shows that fibers did not slip out

of the grips during the experiments, which is depicted in

Fig. 10. A slipping fiber is characterized by a drop in load

as the strain increases followed by either an increase in

load or a plateau in load as the strain continues to increase

as the fiber slips from the grip or glue. Based on manu-

facturer values, Dyneema SK76 fiber should fail at

approximately 3.3–3.9 GPa at a strain of 3–4 % with a

Young’s modulus of approximately 109–132 GPa at quasi-

static strain rates [7]. The curve denoted by filled triangles

in Fig. 10 was gripped using the direct gripping method

and has a Young’s modulus and failure stress that fall

within the noted manufacturer values. The failure strain is

approximately 0.5 % greater than the noted manufacturer

values but is adjusted to account for system compliance as

described in a later section. The two experiments where

epoxy was used to grip the fiber (filled circles and dia-

monds) shown in Fig. 10, as is typically used in experi-

mentation on single fibers, show increasing stress with

increasing strain until a stress of approximately 1 GPa

whereupon a drop in load occurs due to the fiber slipping

from the glue bond. As the fiber extension continues, the

stress level asymptotes to a value of approximately

Fig. 7 Stress and strain histories from a high rate experiment

Fig. 8 Strain rate history of an experiment on Dyneema single fiber

Fig. 9 Typical stress–strain curves from quasi-static experiments

including the results of Russell et al. [3] (Color figure online)

Fig. 10 Examples of fiber slipping using different gripping methods

techniques compared to a successfully gripped fiber using the direct

grip
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0.5 GPa at strains greater than what would be expected for

this fiber type as the fiber continues to slip through the

broken glue bond. In the case of the filled diamond stress–

strain curve, the fiber slipped from the glue and bond but

was caught again by the epoxy as the stress increases

before slipping further and reaching the asymptote of

0.5 GPa. This is typical behavior of a slipping fiber.

In terms of modulus, the stress–strain curve denoted by

filled circles from an experiment using an epoxy gripping

method indicates that the fiber was sufficiently gripped

during the initial portion of the experiment prior to slipping

because the modulus is approximately 115 GPa, which

falls within the noted manufacturer values. The stress–

strain curve denoted by filled diamonds was also conducted

using epoxy to grip the fiber; however, the modulus

recorded from this experiment is approximately 50 GPa,

which is less than half of the manufacturer value and

indicates an insufficiently gripped fiber from the beginning

of the experiment. The curve denoted by filled squares in

Fig. 10 was gripped using the direct gripping technique and

indicates that ‘‘partial slipping’’ occurred where the fiber

has a lower initial modulus than noted manufacturer values

in addition to evidence of a small slip occurring at a strain

level of approximately 2.75 %. It is worth nothing that this

partial slipping eventually results in failure of the fiber

specimen unlike the two epoxy experiments where the fiber

continued to slip through the broken glue bond. This partial

slipping response was only recorded twice during all of the

experiments conducted for this study. Because of the

unrealistic modulus and failure strain values, these exper-

iments were not included in the data set.

The direct gripping method did not produce fractures or

failures in the middle of the gage section 100 % of the

time. Different rates of success were experienced for dif-

ferent gage lengths and strain rates. A successful experi-

ment was defined as an experiment where the fiber did not

break at the fiber–grip interface or result in the fiber slip-

ping out from the grips as was the case in the filled square

stress–strain curve in Fig. 10. The ratio between the

number failures in the gage section and the total number of

experiments completed to reach a total of ten experiments

at each condition of gage length and strain rate is shown in

Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, experimental success was higher

at quasi-static and intermediate rates compared to high-rate

experiments. Therefore, at high loading rates, more

experiments must be conducted to obtain enough success-

ful experiments to compare with experiments at lower

loading rates. The reason for lower success at high rate is

not well understood and is worthy of further investigation.

The success rate does not appear to depend on the fiber

gage length. Table 2 shows a comparison of failures

occurring in the gage section to failures at the grip in terms

of failure strength. In all cases fibers that failed at the grip

had a weaker strength than their failed-in-gage-section

counterparts. At 5 and 7 mm gage lengths, the end-break

fibers were about 7–9 % weaker while at 10 mm the end-

break fibers were less than 1 % weaker than the in-gage-

section failures. Previous low rate studies on UHMWPE

single fibers bonded directly to cardboard using epoxies

show low success rates as low as 10 % [2] on 27.5 lm

diameter fibers. Prior to the present study using direct

gripping, our attempts to study Dyneema SK76 fibers in the

14.5–16.9 lm diameter range using adhesive gripping had

a 0 % success rate at all loading rates and gage lengths.

The gripping technique also works well at high rate.

Five typical high rate stress–strain curves are shown in

Fig. 11, which shows reasonable variation between

experiments. There is no evidence of the fiber slipping out

from the grips as there are no sudden drops in stress and the

recorded modulus values are within the expected range for

Dyneema SK76.

Uniaxial Tensile Strength at Multiple Strain Rates

The strengths from uniaxial tension experiments conducted

at various strain rates are shown in Fig. 12 as a function

strain rate, and the values ± one standard of deviation are

given in Table 3. In general, there is an increasing relation-

ship between failure strength and strain rate, which has also

been noted by other authors for UHMWPE [3, 5, 6, 18, 19].

Table 1 Success rate of direct gripping method under different

experimental conditions

Gage length

(mm)

Quasi-static

rate (%)

Intermediate

rate (%)

High

rate (%)

5 83 73 33

7 – – 28

10 90 91 42

50 71 83 –

Cells with ‘‘–’’ indicates that experiments were not conducted under

those conditions

Table 2 Comparison between failures in-gage-section to failures at

the grip at high rate

High rate

gage

length

(mm)

Failure in

gage area

strength

(GPa)

Failure at

fiber–grip

interface

strength (GPa)

Ratio of failure strength

at grip interface to

failure strength in gage

area (%)

5 4.24 ± 0.39 3.86 ± 0.44 91.1

7 4.25 ± 0.21 3.99 ± 0.34 93.9

10 4.08 ± 0.17 4.07 ± 0.30 99.7
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The present study on Dyneema SK76 found higher

strengths compared to the results of Hudspeth et al. [5] on the

same fiber type. They found strengths of approximately

3.12–3.15 GPa for 5 and 10 mm gage lengths at 0.001 s-1,

with an increase to approximately 3.31–3.40 GPa at 0.01 s-1,

while we measured failure strengths of 3.63–3.69 GPa in the

same range of strain rates. At high strain rates, Hudspeth et al.

noted strengths of 3.63–3.67 GPa for 5 and 10 mm gage

lengths at 400 s-1, while strengths of 3.56 and 3.92 GPawere

measured for 5 and 10 mm gage length fibers respectively at

600 s-1. At 1,000 s-1, our results show strengths that are

4.08–4.25 GPa, which are notably higher than Hudspeth et al.

Furthermore, the strengths fromHudspeth et al. show that long

gage length fibers (100 mm) were stronger than short gage

length (5 and 10 mm) fibers by about 8 % at 0.001 s-1. The

results of the present study do not show this difference when

comparing the short (5 and 10 mm) gage length fibers to the

50 mm gage length fibers. The average failure strength of the

5, 10, and 50 mm gage length fibers used in this study were

3.63 ± 0.19, 3.64 ± 0.31, and 3.69 ± 0.17 GPa, respec-

tively, representing an increased failure strength of only 1.5 %

at the longer gage length. Unlike similar studies on Kevlar

[10–13] we do not see the fiber strength increasing as the gage

length decreases. Further studies on shorter gage length fibers

would help probe the presenceof any defects and also quantify

the spacing of such defects.

The results of failure strength found in this study suggest

that Dyneema SK76 reaches a failure strength plateau at

strain rates in the intermediate regime (1 s-1) instead of

increasing gradually from quasi-static to high-rate as previ-

ous studies suggest [5], evidenced by the similarity of the

strengths in the range of 1 s-1 and approximately 1,000 s-1.

This plateau in strength at intermediate rate is similar to the

behavior of Dyneema SK76 yarns observed by Russell et al.

[3]. In the study of yarn strength, the ultimate strength of

Dyneema yarn reached a plateau just before a strain rate of

1 s-1. In another study on Dyneema SK60 single fibers,

tensile strength at different temperatures was examined and

related to strain rate and the work to fracture was found to

reach a constant value at a strain rate of approximately 1 s-1

[20]. These results suggest that the plateau in failure strength

reached at intermediate rate is a behavior independent of the

fiber type and is an inherent property of Dyneema fiber.

Further studies on the tensile behavior extended to higher

strain rates might confirm this finding.

Tensile Failure Strain at Multiple Strain Rates

The accepted method when conducting experiments on

single fibers is that the failure strain must be corrected

using the ASTM compliance correction method [10–12,

21], even when experimentation is completed at high strain

rates on a fiber-SHTB [11]. Tables of the uncorrected and

corrected failure strains using the method outlined in

ASTM 1557-03 are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Fig. 11 High-rate stress–strain curves for Dyneema SK76 with

approximately 18 lm diameter, 5 mm gage length samples (Color

figure online)

Fig. 12 Effect of strain rate on the tensile strength for different gage

lengths including the results of Hudspeth et al. [5]

Table 3 Averaged strengths ± 1 standard of deviation at different

strain rates and gage lengths

Strain

rate (s-1)

5 mm

strength

(GPa)

7 mm

strength

(GPa)

10 mm

strength

(GPa)

50 mm

strength

(GPa)

0.001 3.63 ± 0.19 – 3.64 ± 0.31 3.69 ± 0.17

1 4.28 ± 0.30 – 3.96 ± 0.35 4.14 ± 0.50

775 – – 4.08 ± 0.17 –

913 4.24 ± 0.39 – – –

1,156 – 4.25 ± 0.21 – –
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After the compliance correction is applied, the range of

failure strain of the SK76 fiber becomes 2.58–3.96 %,

which is close to the value of 3–4 % for similar fiber types

(SK75 and SK78) as noted by the manufacturer [7], which

gives greater confidence of the application of the direct

gripping method applied to UHMWPE fibers.

Although ASTM 1557-03 [21] states that the fiber

modulus must also be corrected through compliance cor-

rection, the data suggests this may not be accurate for

Dyneema fiber. ASTM 1557-03 assumes that the fiber

response is linear until failure and corrects the modulus in a

similar fashion. However, the stress–strain behavior at low

and intermediate rates has a distinct concave downward

shape (Figs. 9 and 14) displaying a creep-like behavior.

Hence the initial modulus will not be the same as if the

fiber was assumed to be linear until failure. For this reason,

fiber modulus is not corrected using ASTM 1557-03.

Effect of Fiber Diameter on Failure Strength

Some studies have noted that restricting fiber diameter to

within a certain range is necessary so that the fiber may be

gripped using adhesives. This practice may lead to

uncharacteristic failure strength values compared to

strengths obtained through experimentation on fibers of a

wider diameter range. In an effort to understand the effect

of fiber diameter on failure strength at each gage length and

strain rate, linear correlations (Pearson’s r) were performed

between the failure strength and fiber diameter with a

significance of 0.05. N = 10 for each of the data sets gives

a number of degrees of freedom of 8 (N-2 = 8). A typical

plot of failure strength and fiber diameter is shown in

Fig. 13. The full results of each of the gage length and

strain rates are presented in Table 6.

Previous investigations into the existence of a relation-

ship between fiber diameter and failure strength are mixed,

though several studies point to a negative relationship

between fiber diameter and failure strength [22–24].

Smook et al. [22] found that the ultimate strength of

UHMWPE fibers to be inversely proportional to the square

root of fiber diameter. Wagner and Steenbakkers [23] also

describe a strong diameter effect on the strength of poly-

ethylene fibers. Bastiaansen posited that these earlier

findings existed because the modulus of the fiber was not

tightly controlled [25]. When Bastiaansen produced fibers

with constant modulus at different diameters, he found no

Table 4 Uncorrected failure engineering strains

Strain

rate

(s-1)

5 mm

failure

strain (%)

7 mm

failure

strain (%)

10 mm

failure strain

(%)

50 mm

failure strain

(%)

0.001 6.49 ± 0.43 – 5.53 ± 0.87 4.30 ± 0.38

1 5.70 ± 0.42 – 4.83 ± 0.72 3.6 ± 0.28

775 – – 3.71 ± 0.26 –

913 4.11 ± 0.42 – – –

1,156 – 4.52 ± 0.48 – –

Table 5 ASTM 1557-03 compliance corrected failure engineering

strains

Strain

rate

(s-1)

5 mm

failure

strain (%)

7 mm

failure

strain (%)

10 mm

failure strain

(%)

50 mm

failure strain

(%)

0.001 3.48 ± 0.42 – 3.93 ± 0.96 3.96 ± 0.36

1 2.92 ± 0.23 – 3.35 ± 0.75 3.29 ± 0.25

775 – – 3.00 ± 0.24 –

913 2.58 ± 0.31 – – –

1,156 – 3.51 ± 0.57 – –

Fig. 13 Dependence of failure strength on fiber diameter. This data

set is from quasi-static loading rate with 10 mm gage length

specimens

Table 6 Correlation between failure strength and fiber diameter

Gage length

(mm)

Strain rate

(s-1)

Slope Intercept r(8) p

5 0.001 -0.084 5.122 -0.535 0.111

10 0.001 -0.211 7.484 -0.680 0.031

50 0.001 0.007 3.567 0.043 0.906

5 1 -0.126 6.487 -0.589 0.073

10 1 -0.448 12.309 -0.656 0.043

50 1 -0.152 6.930 -0.295 0.407

5 1,000 0.048 3.337 0.122 0.692

7 1,000 -0.209 7.968 -0.711 0.032

10 1,000 -0.106 5.988 -0.487 0.153

Values of p\ 0.05 are in bold which represent a statistically signif-

icant negative relationship between diameter and failure strength
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relationship between fiber diameter and failure strength of

UHMWPE fibers.

Based on the correlations from this study shown in

Table 6, we find that three of the nine gage length and strain

rate conditions exhibit statistically significant (p\ 0.05)

negative relationships between fiber diameter and failure

strength. Because the all fibers in this study were from the

same spool, variations in Young’s modulus should not exist.

It should be noted that Bastiaansen [25] experimented on

self-spun fibers having a diameter range of 50–250 lm,

while other studies investigated fibers ranging from 20 to

100 lm diameter HiFax 1900 fibers [22] and 22–40 lm

diameter Spectra 900 fibers [23]. Dyneema SK76 fibers in

this study ranged from 14.5 to 22.3 lm. It may be possible

that past a threshold diameter any correlation between

diameter and failure strength no longer exists. The variations

of strength with diameter found in this study reinforce the

need to conduct tensile strength experiments on a wide

diameter range ofUHMWPEsingle fiber samples; the results

shown in Table 6 suggest that if only smaller diameter fibers

are chosen for experimentation in some cases, the reported

failure strengths may be higher than a study on fibers of a

larger diameter range. Further studies that include larger

sample sets of this specific fiber typewould help elucidate the

strength–diameter relationship found here.

Shape of Stress–Strain Curves with Respect to Strain

Rate

In general, the stress–strain behavior of UHMWPE fiber is

increasingly linear with increasing strain rate [3, 6, 9]. The

average behavior of 5 and 10 mm gage length samples is

shown in Fig. 14. The plots represent an average of ten

experiments and error bars represent ±1 standard of

deviation of strength at each strain value. At low rates, the

primary deformation mode of UHMWPE fiber is creep [3,

26–30]. Creep was also specifically noted on non-ballistic

grades of Dyneema such as SK66 [26] and SK65 [29]. In

each case the creep component increases with decreasing

strain rate. The increase in linearity of the stress–strain

curve is also seen when experiments at different tempera-

tures are conducted [26] suggesting that the mechanism of

failure at low temperatures is similar the mechanism of

failure at high strain rates.

Summary

Dyneema SK76 single fibers of diameter 18.22 ± 1.15 lm

representing a range of 14.5–22.3 lm were successfully

gripped and pulled in tension at strain rates of 0.001, 1, and

approximately 1,000 s-1 using a gripping technique that

had not previously been applied to UHMWPE fibers. The

gripping technique showed a high amount of success at low

and intermediate strain rates and a moderate amount of

success at high strain rates. Tensile strength of SK76 fiber

increases with strain rate from low rate to intermediate

(1 s-1) rate where a plateau in failure strength is reached as

seen by no further increase in strength when the strain rate

is further increased to 1,000 s-1. The effect of defect dis-

tribution was studied by conducting experiments on fibers

of multiple gage lengths ranging from 5 to 50 mm. The

failure strength of the fiber was not dependent on the gage

length of the sample indicating that the distribution of any

critical defects in the fiber is at an effective spacing of less

than 5 mm. With a sample size of 10, the linear depen-

dence of fiber diameter on failure strength was found to

have a statistically significant (p\ 0.05) negative rela-

tionship for three of the nine investigated gage lengths and

strain rates. Smaller diameter fibers attained higher failure

Fig. 14 Stress–strain response at multiple strain rates. Note the

increase in linearity for the same gage length with increasing strain

rate. The curves in these plots represent the average behavior of ten

experiments
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stresses in these cases. More experiments are needed to

further explore this finding. The shape of the stress–strain

curves for SK76 were similar to what other authors have

found for UHMWPE fibers where the stress–strain curved

increased in linearity with increasing strain rate. This was

also noted by authors who investigated UHMWPE at dif-

ferent temperatures, suggesting that the mechanisms of

deformation at low temperatures and high strain rates are

similar. After the compliance of the experimental apparatus

was accounted for by using multiple gage length samples at

each rate, the effective failure strain of the Dyneema fiber

was similar to manufacturer values for similar fiber types.

These results can be used in single fiber based constitutive

models for numerical simulation of impact events on soft

armor.
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